Regrowth kinetics of cells from different regions of multicellular spheroids of four cell lines.
A basic understanding of the recruitment of quiescent tumor cells into the cell cycle would be an important contribution to tumor biology and therapy. As a first step in pursuing this goal, we have investigated the regrowth kinetics of cells from different regions in multicellular spheroids of rodent and human origin. Cells were isolated from four different depths within the spheroids using a selective dissociation technique. The outer cells were proliferating and resumed growth after replating with a 0-8-hour lag period, similar to cells from exponentially growing monolayers. With increasing depth of origin, the lag periods prior to regrowth increased to 2-3 times the monolayer doubling time; cells from plateau-phase monolayers showed a lag period of 1-1.5 times the doubling period. After resuming growth, all cells of a given cell line grew with the same doubling time and achieved the same confluency level. The inner spheroid cells and cells from plateau-phase monolayers had reduced clonogenic efficiencies. The inner cells were initially 1.5-3 times smaller than the outer cells, but began to increase in volume within 4 hours of replating. The fractions of S-phase cells were greatly decreased with increasing depth of origin in the spheroids; there were long delays prior to S-phase recovery after plating, to a maximum of 1-1.5 times the normal doubling time. These results suggest that those quiescent cells from spheroids and monolayers which are able to reenter the cell cycle are predominantly in the G1-phase. However, quiescent cells from the innermost spheroid region require approximately twice as long to enter normal cell cycle traverse as cells from plateau-phase monolayers. The selective dissociation method can isolate very pure populations of proliferating and quiescent cells in a rapid and nonperturbing manner; this system will be valuable in further characterizing quiescent cells from spheroids.